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Abstract 

Analyses of the dependence of the F2 layer critical frequency, foF2, on five widely used solar activity indices 

(F10.7, Lym–α, MgII, R and EUV0.1–50) are carried out considering noon values manually validated at the 

ionospheric station of Rome (41.8°N, 12.5°E, Italy) between January 1976 and December 2013, a period of 

time covering the last three solar cycles and including the prolonged and anomalous minimum of solar cycle 

23/24 (years 2008–2009). After applying a 1–year running mean to both foF2 and solar activity indices time 

series, a second order polynomial fitting proves to perform better than a linear one, and this is specifically 

due to the very low solar activity of the last solar minimum and to the remaining saturation effect 

characterizing the high solar activity. A comparison between observed and synthetic foF2 values, the latter 

calculated by using the analytical relations found for every index, and some considerations made on the R 

parameter introduced by Solomon et al. (2013), suggest that MgII is the best index to describe the 

dependence of foF2 on the solar activity. Three main reasons justify this result: (1) the good sensibility of 

MgII to the variations of foF2 for low solar activity; (2) the reduced saturation effect characterizing MgII at 

high solar activity; (3) the poor influence of the hysteresis effect characterizing MgII at medium solar 

activity. On the other hand, the F10.7 index, widely used as input parameter for numerous ionospheric models, 

does not represent properly the last minimum; specifically, it is not able to describe the variations of foF2 

under a solar activity level of F10.7 = 82·10
–22

 [J Hz
–1

 s
–1

 m
–2

]. 

Keywords: mid-latitude ionosphere; solar minimum cycle 23/24; solar indices; foF2 modelling. 

1. Introduction 

  The terrestrial ionosphere is produced by the ionization of the neutral atmosphere caused by the solar 

radiation, and it is then expected to follow the Sun’s behaviour (e.g., Araujo–Pradere et al., 2011; 

Hargreaves, 1995; Liu et al., 2006, 2011b; Solomon et al., 2010, 2013). The study of the relations between 

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/226578234_Solar_activity_effects_of_the_ionosphere_A_brief_review?el=1_x_8&enrichId=rgreq-f8b89306033866bdd3dca78cb896913c-XXX&enrichSource=Y292ZXJQYWdlOzMwNjAyMjY1MjtBUzozOTkwMDAzNjU3NDgyMjZAMTQ3MjE0MDUwODk4NQ==
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the main ionospheric characteristics and the indices of solar activity has recently increased because of the 

more accurate measurements of solar radiation in the ionospherically crucial Ultra Violet (UV, 120–400nm) 

and Extreme Ultra Violet (EUV, 0.1–120nm) bands. 

  Ionospheric trends have become a main subject of research since the beginning of nineties when they 

gained importance in the context of the global climatic change (Roble and Dickinson, 1989; Roble, 1995; 

Rishbeth, 1990; Rishbeth and Roble, 1992). Since then, a significant number of studies focussed on 

ionospheric trends and on their possible link with the middle and upper atmosphere cooling due to an 

increase of greenhouse gases (e.g., Ulich and Turunen, 1997; Danilov, 2012; Laštovička et al., 2012; 

Laštovička, 2013; Danilov and Konstantinova, 2015; Danilov, 2015; Scott and Stamper, 2015; Upadhyay 

and Mahajan, 1998; Hall and Cannon, 2002; Bremer et al., 2012; Mielich and Bremer, 2013; Qian et al., 

2014; Cnossen and Franzke, 2015; Roininen et al., 2015). 

  The solar activity variations represent the most influent cause of the ionospheric characteristics observed 

variability. This is clearly shown by Fig. 1 where the 1–year running means of the solar radio flux at 10.7 cm 

(F10.7), and of the F2 layer critical frequency (foF2) observed at local noon at the ionospheric station of Rome 

(41.8°N, 12.5°E, Italy), are plotted for the time period from January 1976 to December 2013. 

  The analysis of relations (foF2 vs Solar Index) is essential for two main reasons: (1) every ionospheric 

model is based on these relations; (2) possible signatures of the greenhouse effect on the ionosphere can be 

found only after an accurate cleaning of the ionospheric characteristic time series from solar activity (in 

particular) and geomagnetic dependences. As a consequence, the interest is particularly focused on analyzing 

whether these relations have been subjected to variations with solar cycles. 

  The last solar minimum, related to cycle 23/24 (years 2008–2009), was the longest and quietest period since 

the advent of space–based measurements (Liu et al., 2011a), and in many ways unusual: there were 527 

spotless days for the two years 2008–2009, while they were respectively 226 and 176 for the minimum 22/23 

(years 1996–1997) and 21/22 (years 1986–1987); the magnetic field at the solar poles was approximately 

40% weaker than that of cycle 22/23 (Araujo–Pradere et al., 2011); measurements by the Ulysses spacecraft 

revealed a 20% drop in solar–wind pressure since the mid–1990s, the lowest point since the start of such 

measurements in the 1960s (Phillips, 2009). On the other hand, the Whole Heliosphere Interval (WHI), an 

internationally coordinated observing and modeling effort, reported that WHI solar–wind speed and 

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/259128803_Comparing_long-term_trends_in_the_ionospheric_F2-region_with_to_different_methods?el=1_x_8&enrichId=rgreq-f8b89306033866bdd3dca78cb896913c-XXX&enrichSource=Y292ZXJQYWdlOzMwNjAyMjY1MjtBUzozOTkwMDAzNjU3NDgyMjZAMTQ3MjE0MDUwODk4NQ==
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/257834053_Long-term_trends_in_the_upper_atmosphere_and_ionosphere_a_review?el=1_x_8&enrichId=rgreq-f8b89306033866bdd3dca78cb896913c-XXX&enrichSource=Y292ZXJQYWdlOzMwNjAyMjY1MjtBUzozOTkwMDAzNjU3NDgyMjZAMTQ3MjE0MDUwODk4NQ==
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https://www.researchgate.net/publication/258757277_Long_trends_in_the_ionospheric_F2_region_with_different_solar_activity_indices?el=1_x_8&enrichId=rgreq-f8b89306033866bdd3dca78cb896913c-XXX&enrichSource=Y292ZXJQYWdlOzMwNjAyMjY1MjtBUzozOTkwMDAzNjU3NDgyMjZAMTQ3MjE0MDUwODk4NQ==
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/222587986_A_Greenhouse_effect_in_the_ionosphere?el=1_x_8&enrichId=rgreq-f8b89306033866bdd3dca78cb896913c-XXX&enrichSource=Y292ZXJQYWdlOzMwNjAyMjY1MjtBUzozOTkwMDAzNjU3NDgyMjZAMTQ3MjE0MDUwODk4NQ==
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radiation–belt flux were high compared to prior minima (Gibson et al., 2009). Under these particular 

conditions, the minimum of solar cycle 23/24 provides a perfect window to verify the relations between the 

main ionospheric characteristic foF2 and the most widely used solar activity indices. 

  The solar EUV irradiance represents the main ionization source of the F2 ionospheric layer (e.g., Tobiska, 

1996; Chen et al., 2012), explaining around 90% of the variance of characteristics such as foF2 and hmF2 

(e.g., Elias et al., 2014). Therefore, solar indices which refer to wavelengths in EUV band are the most 

appropriate to describe the ionospheric features. Virtually, none of the solar EUV and UV irradiance below 

300nm reaches the Earth’s surface, therefore accurate measurements of EUV/UV irradiance must be made 

from above the terrestrial atmosphere.  EUV continuous measurements started with the launch of the Solar 

Heliospheric Observatory (SOHO), only in late 1995 (Floyd et al., 2005). Furthermore, instruments used to 

perform measurements in these bands degrade because of intense UV and EUV exposure, and monitoring of 

this instrumental degradation is difficult; the spectral irradiances measured are consequently often afflicted 

by large uncertainties relative to the corresponding solar variation (Woods et al., 1996; Cebula et al., 1998). 

For this reason, ionospheric models use different solar indices with longer dataset than the EUV one, and that 

can be considered good proxy for the general solar activity and for the EUV radiation in particular.  

  Chen et al. (2011, 2012) found a decrease of ~15% in the EUV solar radiation for the minimum of solar 

cycle 23/24 than respect to the previous one, which explains the lower values of foF2 observed by 

ionospheric stations all around the world (Liu et al., 2011a; Chen et al., 2011; Bilitza et al., 2012). However, 

the considerable decrease characterizing the solar EUV radiation is quite different from that deduced from 

traditional solar EUV proxies such as the sunspots number R and F10.7 (Elias et al., 2014). Furthermore, 

Emmert et al. (2010) and Chen et al. (2011) found that the long–term relation between the EUV irradiance 

and F10.7 has changed markedly since around 2006, with EUV levels decreasing more than expected if 

compared to the F10.7 index.  

  This discrepancy between EUV and widely used solar proxies such as R or F10.7 can have very important 

consequences for the minimum of solar cycle 23/24. For instance, F10.7 is widely used as the solar activity 

proxy by ionospheric and thermospheric models, such as the IRI (International Reference Ionosphere) model 

(Bilitza, 1989, 2001; Bilitza et al., 2014) and the NRLMSISE–00 model (Picone et al., 2002). 

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/259129042_Measurements_and_IRI_model_predictions_during_the_recent_solar_minimum?el=1_x_8&enrichId=rgreq-f8b89306033866bdd3dca78cb896913c-XXX&enrichSource=Y292ZXJQYWdlOzMwNjAyMjY1MjtBUzozOTkwMDAzNjU3NDgyMjZAMTQ3MjE0MDUwODk4NQ==
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  Hence, in order to improve the efficiency of the ionospheric models, the research of a solar index that can 

approximate as reliably as possible the EUV radiation represents a priority in solar and ionospheric physics.  

  This work is focussed on the analysis of relations between foF2 and five widely used solar activity indices: 

F10.7, Lym–α, MgII, the sunspots number R, and the solar irradiance in the EUV band 0.1–50nm (EUV0.1–50). 

The study is based on the long and continuous foF2 dataset recorded at the Rome ionospheric station 

between 1976 and 2013. The objectives of this study are mainly two: (1) to inspect the relations (foF2 vs 

Solar Index) for the period January 1976–December 2013, looking for the best fitting one; (2) to search for 

the best index able to describe the variations of foF2 both globally (for the complete dataset 1976–December 

2013) and for the very particular conditions of the last solar minimum (for the time interval January 2008–

December 2009). The datasets used are described in Section 2. Section 3 will explain the analysis carried 

out, and discuss the corresponding results. Conclusions are the subject of Section 4. 

2. Data Sources 

2.1 Solar Indices 

   F10.7 is a solar proxy index that correlates quite well with the solar activity, in terms of EUV and X–ray 

emissions (Solomon et al., 2013). It has been extensively used in solar and upper atmosphere empirical 

models, such as IRI (Bilitza, 1989, 2001; Bilitza et al., 2014) and NRLMSISE–00 (Picone et al., 2002). It is 

continuously available from measurements obtained in Penticton, Canada, from which data for this flux have 

been given as daily values measured at local noon since 14 February 1947 (Covington and Medd, 1954). F10.7 

data have been downloaded from the database of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 

(NOAA) (http://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/stp/space–weather/solar–data/).  

    The hydrogen Lyman–α emission at 121.6nm represents the strongest single line in the UV band, and has 

been measured for decades by rockets, the Atmosphere Explorer (AE) series of satellites, the Solar 

Mesosphere Explorer (SME), the Upper Atmosphere Research Satellite (UARS), the Thermosphere 

Ionosphere Mesosphere Energetics and Dynamics (TIMED), and the Solar Radiation and Climate 

Experiment (SORCE) missions (Solomon et al., 2013). A composite index, that was compiled by Woods et 

al. (2000), is based on a careful intercalibration of these measurements and the corresponding gaps are filled 

using correlation relations with F10.7 and MgII indices. The dataset used in this work consists of a composite 

Lym–α index that integrates data from different satellite missions since 1947 and was downloaded from the 

Lasp Interactive Solar Irradiance Datacenter (LISIRD) database. Detailed information about this composite 
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dataset and free downloadable data are available at the website 

http://lasp.colorado.edu/lisird/composite_timeseries.html. 

   The core–to–wing ratio of the magnesium ion h and k lines at 279.56 and 280.27nm is also a good 

indicator of the solar chromospheric activity, and is a useful proxy for solar irradiance in the UV and EUV 

wavelengths (Viereck et al., 2004, 2010). Called MgII core–to–wing index, it is calculated by taking the ratio 

between the highly variable chromospheric lines and the weakly varying photospheric wings (Solomon et al., 

2013). As for the Lym–a index, the dataset is composite. Mg II data were downloaded from the free on–line 

database of Bremen University (http://www.iup.uni–bremen.de/gome/gomemgii.html), and are available 

from 07 November 1978. 

   The sunspots number R is the most widely used solar index, also because characterized by the longest 

dataset, with data available before the 1900. The daily values provided from SILSO (Sunspot Index and 

Long–term Solar Observations, Royal Observatory of Belgium, Brussels) database were considered 

(http://www.sidc.be/silso/datafiles). 

    Concerning the Solar EUV index, corresponding space–based observations include among others the Solar 

EUV Monitor (SEM) on SOHO (Judge et al., 1998), the Solar EUV Experiment (SEE) on TIMED satellite 

(Woods et al., 2005), and the EUV Variability Experiment (EVE) on the Solar Dynamics Observatory 

(Woods et al., 2012). Nevertheless, only SEM has made measurements throughout the solar cycle 23 and 

during the last two solar minima in 1996–1997 and 2008–2009. SEM provides the integrated solar EUV flux 

in the two bands 0.1–50nm and 26–34nm, which contain the prominent 30.4nm He II line and several 

coronal lines (Solomon et al., 2013). The two indices give comparable results. The one considered in this 

study is the EUV0.1–50 index. Corresponding data are available as daily mean values from SOHO/SEM 

measurements since 01 January 1996, and were downloaded at the website 

http://www.usc.edu/dept/space_science/semdatafolder/semdownload.htm of the Space Sciences Center of the 

University of Southern California. 

2.2 The F2–layer critical frequency foF2 

   foF2 is the most important and used ionospheric characteristic, because it represents the maximum 

frequency that can be reflected by the ionosphere for an electromagnetic wave transmitted vertically.  
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   In this work, the corresponding continuous and long–time dataset recorded at the Rome ionospheric station 

is considered. This dataset is composed by hourly validated values recorded from the 1st January 1976 to the 

31st December 2013, hence covering the whole solar cycles 21, 22, 23 and the ascending phase of cycle 24. 

The values were validated according to the International Union of Radio Science (URSI) standard (Wakai et 

al., 1987), and in this work all the corresponding numerical values were considered independently of the 

presence of qualifying and descriptive letters. The validation was performed from traces recorded by 

classical ionosondes, which cannot tag the different polarization characterizing the two different modes of 

propagation of the electromagnetic wave. A VOS–1 chirp ionosonde produced by the Barry Research 

Corporation, Palo Alto, CA, USA (Barry Research Corporation, 1975) sounded from January 1976 to 

November 2004, and then it was replaced by an AIS–INGV ionosonde (Zuccheretti et al., 2003), for which 

the ionograms were validated by using the Interpre software (Pezzopane, 2004). This means that the foF2 

validated time series considered in this study represent a reliable and homogeneous data set. 

  Data were downloaded from the electronic Space Weather upper atmosphere database (eSWua; 

http://www.eswua.ingv.it/) (Romano et al., 2008).  

3. Analysis and discussion 

   In this work, we refer to foF2 values recorded at local noon (LT=UT+1h). This choice is suggested by the 

fact that for the considered solar indices the corresponding daily values in some cases derive from flows 

measured at local noon, as it is the case for the F10.7 index and parts of composite datasets of Lym–α and 

MgII. 

   Before starting the analysis, a 1–year running mean for both foF2 values and solar indices was performed. 

This is done because we are interested in finding the best relation between foF2 and the solar activity, and 

the best way to accomplish this task is to "clean" the foF2 time series from short–time ionospheric features, 

like those caused by geomagnetic disturbances, ionospheric seasonal and day-to-day variations (Liu et al., 

2003; Liu et al., 2006, 2011a; Ma et al., 2009). In Fig. 1 the 1–year running mean for both F10.7 and foF2 

noon values recorded in Rome, between January 1976 and December 2013, is plotted. The similarity of two 

curves is evident (the same is for all the other solar indices; the corresponding figures are not shown here), 

with no remarkable variations among different solar cycles. In the light of this similarity, as a first step, it is  

investigated whether a linear relation is suitable to properly describe the relation (foF2 vs Solar Index), 
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paying a particular attention on the last anomalous and prolonged solar minimum occurred in the years 

2008–2009. It was decided to investigate first a linear relation because, when looking for long-term trends, 

this relation often is the one used to eliminate the solar activity influence (e.g., Ulich and Turunen, 1997; 

Upadhyay and Mahajan, 1998; Laštovička et al., 2006; Bremer, 2012; Laštovička et al., 2012; Mielich and 

Bremer, 2013; Cnossen and Franzke, 2015; Roininen et al., 2015). 

   According to this, a linear fit and the corresponding residuals analysis were performed for all the 

investigated relations, as shown in Fig. 2. The residuals analysis gives the possibility to make interesting 

additional considerations and to evaluate how much effects like the saturation and the hysteresis (Kane, 

1992; Mikhailov and Mikhailov, 1995; Liu et al., 2006; Rao and Rao, 1969; Triskova and Chum, 1996) 

affect the relation (foF2 vs Solar Index). It is worth noting that the analysis was done accordingly to Liu et al. 

(2011a), that is only the first smoothed (1–year running mean) value of each month, for both foF2 and the 

solar index, is considered. Anyhow, a consistency test using the 15th smoothed value of each month has 

produced identical results. 

  Scatter plots between foF2 and considered solar indices (F10.7, Lym–α, MgII, R, and EUV0.1–50), with the 

corresponding linear regression, are shown in the left column of Fig. 2; the red line represents the linear fit of 

data whereas blue, green and red dots indicate respectively the first smoothed value of each month for the 

minimum of solar cycle 21/22 (years 1986–1987), 22/23 (years 1996–1997), and 23/24 (years 2008–2009). 

The corresponding residuals analysis is shown in the right column of Fig. 2, where the residuals are plotted 

as a function of fitted foF2 values, so that the horizontal black line corresponds exactly with the values of the 

linear fit. Red and brown dots indicate respectively residuals for data related to the last solar minimum and 

for data influenced by the remaining saturation effect. Orange dots in the (foF2 vs EUV0.1–50) scatter plots 

identify data related to the ascending phase of solar cycle 24 (from December 2010 to December 2013). The 

linear correlation coefficient r and the statistical parameter Adj. R–square (Appendix A) are specified in each 

of the residuals plot. 

  Focussing on foF2 values recorded during the last solar minimum, Fig. 2 shows that these deviate from a 

linear fit. In particular, the deviation is quite significant for F10.7, for which residuals are of the order of about 

0.5 MHz, and less pronounced for Lym–α, MgII, R and EUV0.1–50, for which residuals are of the order of 

about 0.25 MHz. Chen et al. (2011), studying the relation between 12–month mean foF2 values (at 14 LT) 
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and 12–month mean P values (where P=(F10.7+F10.7A)/2 and F10.7A is the 81–days running mean of F10.7), 

found that the deviation from a linear approximation characterizing the last solar minimum shows a strong 

dependence on latitude. They observed that larger deviations characterize low latitude stations, in particular 

those close to the equatorial ionization anomaly, while very low deviations characterize mid latitude stations. 

Therefore, the low deviations observed in Rome are somewhat expected; the only one showing a rather 

significant unexpected deviation is that of F10.7. 

  Some solar EUV irradiance models rely on the assumption that the relation between solar EUV indices and 

F10.7 is invariant over different solar cycles (Chen et al., 2011). Figure 2 shows that, for the last solar 

minimum, the relation (foF2 vs F10.7) shows a significant deviation from the linearity, while the values of 

previous minima (solar cycles 22/23 and 21/22) are still well represented by a linear fit. At the same time, 

Fig. 2 shows a better-conserved linearity for the relation (foF2 vs EUV0.1–50). These two results indicate a 

clear change in the relation between F10.7 and EUV0.1–50 for the last solar minimum. Moreover, Fig. 2 shows a 

clear non–random arrangement of residuals for F10.7, which proves as a consequence that a linear fit is not a 

good indicator for this relation. Accordingly with Chen et al. (2011) and Solomon et al. (2013), it is possible 

to claim that F10.7 cannot more be considered a good proxy for the radiation in the EUV wavelengths band. 

  At the same time, it is worth saying that if it is true that the linear fit of the (foF2 vs EUV0.1–50) relation is 

somewhat good for the last minimum, because of the short dataset characterizing EUV0.1–50, a comparison 

with the previous minima cannot be done. So it is not possible to obtain information about possible changes 

of the relation (foF2 vs EUV0.1–50) for different solar cycles. Nevertheless, concerning EUV0.1–50, Fig. 2 shows 

a huge deviation from the linearity for the ascending phase of solar cycle 24, a feature which is not observed 

for the other indices. This could be ascribed to a potential degradation of the SOHO/SEM instrument, which 

would cause a drift of solar measurements and a consequent overestimation of the EUV0.1–50 irradiance (Chen 

et al., 2011; Wieman et al., 2014), even though Didkovsky et al. (2009) and Solomon et al. (2010) suggested 

that this effect is not overriding. Hence, for EUV0.1–50, the slightly deviation of the linear fit from values 

related to the last solar minimum could also be due to this potential degradation, taking into account how the 

linear regression is affected by the dataset from January 2010 to December 2013. In fact, a linear fit done 

only on data from January 1996 to December 2009 describes very well the observed values for the last solar 

minimum (plot not shown here). 

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/228413523_Does_the_F10_7_index_correctly_describe_solar_EUV_flux_during_the_deep_solar_minimum_of_2007-2009?el=1_x_8&enrichId=rgreq-f8b89306033866bdd3dca78cb896913c-XXX&enrichSource=Y292ZXJQYWdlOzMwNjAyMjY1MjtBUzozOTkwMDAzNjU3NDgyMjZAMTQ3MjE0MDUwODk4NQ==
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/228413523_Does_the_F10_7_index_correctly_describe_solar_EUV_flux_during_the_deep_solar_minimum_of_2007-2009?el=1_x_8&enrichId=rgreq-f8b89306033866bdd3dca78cb896913c-XXX&enrichSource=Y292ZXJQYWdlOzMwNjAyMjY1MjtBUzozOTkwMDAzNjU3NDgyMjZAMTQ3MjE0MDUwODk4NQ==
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/228413523_Does_the_F10_7_index_correctly_describe_solar_EUV_flux_during_the_deep_solar_minimum_of_2007-2009?el=1_x_8&enrichId=rgreq-f8b89306033866bdd3dca78cb896913c-XXX&enrichSource=Y292ZXJQYWdlOzMwNjAyMjY1MjtBUzozOTkwMDAzNjU3NDgyMjZAMTQ3MjE0MDUwODk4NQ==
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/262571928_Resolving_differences_in_absolute_irradiance_measurements_between_the_SOHOCELIASSEM_and_the_SDOEVE?el=1_x_8&enrichId=rgreq-f8b89306033866bdd3dca78cb896913c-XXX&enrichSource=Y292ZXJQYWdlOzMwNjAyMjY1MjtBUzozOTkwMDAzNjU3NDgyMjZAMTQ3MjE0MDUwODk4NQ==
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   As already mentioned, the index F10.7 is characterized by a non-random pattern of the residuals, which 

means that a linear fit cannot properly represent the relation (foF2 vs F10.7), independently of the solar 

activity. On the contrary, for the other indices a non-random distribution of the residuals is significantly 

observed only for high solar activity, because of the remaining saturation effect. This means that using a 

linear fit, foF2 is highly overestimated for high solar activity, and the overestimation becomes more evident 

when monthly means or median values for both foF2 and solar indices are considered (figures not shown 

here). 

   An important feature that can be studied using the residuals analysis is the spread of dots around the 

horizontal black line, which is particularly visible for medium solar activity (corresponding to foF2 values 

from about 6.3 to 11 MHz), more markedly for Lym–α and R than for F10.7, MgII and EUV0.1–50. This spread 

is due to the hysteresis effect that causes two different values of foF2 for the ascending and descending 

phases of a solar cycle, in correspondence of the same level of solar activity. As an example, Fig. 3 shows 

scatter plots (foF2 vs Lym–α) for the ascending (full circles) and descending (open circles) phases of solar 

cycles 22 and 23. Mikhailov and Mikhailov (1995) postulated that the hysteresis is associated with 

differences in the geomagnetic activity during the ascending and descending phases of a solar cycle. 

Nevertheless, there is not yet an accepted explanation for the hysteresis effect (Liu et al., 2011b). The strong 

influence of the hysteresis effect is noticeable looking at the linear correlation coefficients r reported in the 

residuals plots of Fig. 2. The value of r is lower for Lym–α and R, that are affected by a clear hysteresis 

effect, and closer to one for those indices characterized by a lower hysteresis effect, namely MgII and F10.7; 

the saturation effect and the particular values of the last solar minimum influence only marginally the value 

of r. Obviously, the hysteresis effect characterizing the medium solar activity strongly influences the search 

for the best index to describe the variation of foF2. With regard to this, it is interesting to notice that the best 

linear correlation coefficient (r ~ 0.996) is observed for the index MgII, that results to be less affected by 

both hysteresis and remaining saturation effect than the other indices. 

  By virtue of the previous considerations about both the extremely low solar activity of the last solar 

minimum and mostly the saturation at high solar activity, it is possible to claim that a linear approximation 

cannot properly describe the relations (foF2 vs Solar Index). A quadratic polynomial regression was then 

carried out, and Table 1 reports the values of the parameter Adj. R–square both for a linear and a quadratic 

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/226578234_Solar_activity_effects_of_the_ionosphere_A_brief_review?el=1_x_8&enrichId=rgreq-f8b89306033866bdd3dca78cb896913c-XXX&enrichSource=Y292ZXJQYWdlOzMwNjAyMjY1MjtBUzozOTkwMDAzNjU3NDgyMjZAMTQ3MjE0MDUwODk4NQ==
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fit, for each solar index. It is possible to notice that in every case there is an improvement of the fitting. This 

is essentially due to the fact that a quadratic fit can properly catch the deviation from the linearity due to both 

the remaining saturation effect and the very low solar activity of the last solar minimum. As an example, Fig. 

4 shows the linear fit (red solid line) and the quadratic polynomial fit (red dashed line) for F10.7.  

  In the wake of what it was done by other authors (Danilov and Mikhailov, 1999, 2001; Mikhailov and 

Marin, 2000, 2001; Ouattara, 2012; Danilov, 2015), higher-degree polynomial regressions were also tested, 

but the obtained results were practically identical to those obtained by a quadratic polynomial regression, 

confirming the results obtained by Kouris et al. (1998) and Liu et al. (2011b) who found that a higher-order 

polynomial does not improve significantly the fitting. 

 Concerning the quadratic relation, it is however important to stress the fact that it improves considerably the 

fitting for high solar activity and for the very low solar activity of the last solar minimum, but it cannot 

reduce the influence of the hysteresis effect. Further studies should take into account the possibility to use 

two different relations, one for the ascending phase of a solar cycle and the other one for the descending 

phase of a solar cycle. Once the quadratic approximation was chosen to represent the relation (foF2 vs Solar 

Index), the following step consisted in looking for the corresponding best solar index. In order to accomplish 

this task, two different approaches were considered and discussed, as it is described in the next two sections: 

(1) a comparison between observed and synthetic values of foF2; (2) the calculation of the R parameter 

introduced by Solomon et al. (2013) for each of solar indices and foF2. 

3.1 Comparison between observed and synthetic values of foF2 

   Concerning synthetic foF2 values, these were calculated for every index using analytical formulas that 

were obtained after fitting the relation (foF2 vs Solar Index) with a quadratic relation, by considering only 

data from January 1976 to June 2000 (dataset 1). The time period between July 2000 and December 2013, 

including the descending phase of cycle 23, the anomalous minimum of solar cycle 23/24, and the ascending 

phase of cycle 24, was then considered as a validation window (dataset 2). Figure 5 shows the two datasets 

and the quadratic fitting related to dataset 1 for the relation (foF2 vs F10.7). Table 2 summarizes for each 

index the analytical formulas related to dataset 1. Due to the short available dataset, this analysis is not 

carried out for the EUV0.1–50 index, so no corresponding synthetic foF2 values have been calculated. 

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/260333984_The_anomalous_ionosphere_between_Solar_Cycles_23_and_24?el=1_x_8&enrichId=rgreq-f8b89306033866bdd3dca78cb896913c-XXX&enrichSource=Y292ZXJQYWdlOzMwNjAyMjY1MjtBUzozOTkwMDAzNjU3NDgyMjZAMTQ3MjE0MDUwODk4NQ==
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/274731482_Seasonal_and_Diurnal_Variations_in_foF_2_Trends_Variations_in_foF2_Trends?el=1_x_8&enrichId=rgreq-f8b89306033866bdd3dca78cb896913c-XXX&enrichSource=Y292ZXJQYWdlOzMwNjAyMjY1MjtBUzozOTkwMDAzNjU3NDgyMjZAMTQ3MjE0MDUwODk4NQ==
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  Starting from these analytical relations, synthetic datasets of foF2 (one for each solar index) were then 

generated for the period of dataset 2 simply introducing in them smoothed (1–year running mean) daily 

values of the solar index. These synthetic values were then compared with the observed ones. 

   Figure 6 compares synthetic curves of foF2 with the observed one at local noon in Rome. Looking at years 

of the last solar minimum, it is clear how the relation for F10.7 gives an important overestimation of the 

observed values, while a better correspondence is found for MgII, Lym–α and R. In addition, it is interesting 

to notice also the following features: (1) a significant underestimation of the maximum of solar cycle 23 

(years 2000–2001) made by the R synthetic dataset; (2) an overestimation of the minimum of solar cycle 

21/22 (years 1986–1987) made by the Lym–α synthetic dataset; (3) a poor representation of the descending 

phase of solar cycle 21 and of maximum phases of solar cycles 21/22 and 22/23 made by the Lym–α 

synthetic dataset; (4) an underestimation of the maximum of solar cycle 21 (years 1979–1980) related to the 

synthetic dataset of indices F10.7, Lym–α and R. 

  To assess quantitatively the difference between synthetic and observed values of foF2, the corresponding 

absolute deviation was calculated. Hence, by averaging the daily deviations, mean deviations   

( ) SI
SI1 obssyn /2F2F Mnfofo

i

n

i
=-å =

 (where n is the number of values and SI stands for Solar Index) were 

then calculated for the following time periods: 1 January 2008–31 December 2009 (last solar minimum), 1 

January 1976–31 December 2013 (whole dataset), and 1 July 2000–31 December 2013 (validation window). 

In this way, it is possible to understand what is the best solar index. The corresponding results are reported in 

Table 3, which shows that the good results characterizing the indices Lym–α and R for the last solar 

minimum, are not confirmed for the whole dataset. On the contrary, the acceptable result characterizing the 

index F10.7 for the whole dataset is not confirmed for the last solar minimum. Specifically, F10.7 seems to lose 

its sensibility for variations of foF2 occurring under a specific solar activity level of approximately 82·10
–22
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–2

]. Overall, the best results are obtained for the MgII index, which can satisfactorily represent 

the foF2 variations along all the considered solar cycles; this is mainly because this is the index for which 

both the hysteresis effect and the saturation effect have the smallest impact; at the same time, the MgII index 

is characterized also by a good representation of the last solar minimum. The mean deviation values related 

to the validation window further confirm that the MgII is the best index to model the variations of foF2. 
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3.2 The R parameter introduced by Solomon et al. (2013) to compare the variation of solar 

indices to that of foF2 

  In order to compare the variations of solar indices for the last two solar minima in a consistent way, 

Solomon et al. (2013) introduced the following parameter: 

                                  

,                                           (1) 

 

where i(∙) represents the annual average of the generic solar index i for the year indicated in brackets. Hence, 

the difference of the annual average value of each index in 2008 and 1996, that identify respectively minima 

of solar cycles 23/24 and 22/23, is divided by the expected solar cycle range of the index, as estimated by the 

difference between the annual average in the solar maximum year of 2001 and in 1996. The value of the R 

parameter found by Solomon et al. (2013) for each of solar indices is: RF10.7=−0.028, RR=−0.056, 

RMgII=−0.071, RLym-α=−0.071, and REUV=−0.123. A negative value of R means a lower value of the physical 

characteristics for the last solar minimum than for the previous one. With the aim to compare solar indices 

variations to that of foF2, in addition to what was done by Solomon et al. (2013), the R parameter was 

calculated also for foF2 obtaining RfoF2=−0.074, which is a value well correlated with those of MgII and Lym-

α. Specifically, Table 4 reports the values of the R parameter for all the solar indices under investigation, and 

for foF2, with the corresponding averages for years 2008 (minimum 23/24), 1996 (minimum 22/23) and 

2001 (maximum cycle 23) used to calculate it. The most striking feature coming out from Table 4 is that the 

index F10.7 confirms its poor ability to follow correctly the variations of foF2 for low solar activity, especially 

those characterizing the anomalous and prolonged last solar minimum. Surprisingly, the R parameter for 

EUV0.1–50 is quite higher than the one for foF2. The reason could be found again in the potential degradation 

of the SOHO/SEM instrument. In particular, it is possible that an underestimation of the value for the year 

2008 occurred, which means an overestimation made by the R parameter. 

  The fact that, according to the R parameter, foF2 variations correlate well with those of MgII and Lym-α 

confirms what was found in the previous section and shown in Fig. 6, namely that in the period considered 

by the R parameter the foF2 observed values are well represented by synthetic values related to both MgII 

and Lym-α. 

   Hence, the R parameter analysis suggests that MgII and Lym-α indices can be considered as the best 

candidates to obtain a reliable relation (foF2 vs Solar Index). This result, combined with the one achieved in 
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the previous section, suggests that MgII is the best index to describe the dependence of foF2 on the solar 

activity. 

4.   Conclusions 

   The study of the relations between ionospheric characteristics and solar activity indices is of primary 

importance to improve ionospheric models. This paper considered five different solar indices (F10.7, R, MgII, 

Lym-α, and EUV0.1–50) and, relying on a long dataset of foF2 values recorded at the ionospheric station of 

Rome between January 1976 and December 2013, showed that in order to properly approximate the relation 

(foF2 vs Solar Index), a quadratic polynomial is better than a linear fit. In fact, the use of linear relations, 

widely utilized as input for both several ionospheric models and trend analyses, can cause a significant 

overestimation of observed data, mainly because of the saturation effect at high solar activity and the unusual 

low solar activities like the one that characterized the solar cycle 23/24. 

  Verified that a quadratic polynomial can suitably approximate the relation (foF2 vs Solar Index), as a 

second step it was then shown that (foF2 vs MgII) is the best relation to model the dependence of foF2 on the 

solar activity. The main reasons of this outcome are: (1) a good sensibility of MgII to the variations of foF2 

for low solar activity; (2) a reduced saturation effect characterizing MgII at high solar activity; (3) a very 

slight hysteresis effect characterizing MgII for medium solar activity. 

  With regard to the other solar indices, the study showed that: a) at medium solar activity Lym–α and R are 

significantly affected by the hysteresis effect, and then it is important to pay particular attention when using 

analytical relations between foF2 and these two indices; b) F10.7 cannot properly follow the variations of foF2 

for the very anomalous minimum of solar cycle 23/24. In fact, for this solar minimum, synthetic foF2 values 

calculated using F10.7 are considerably overestimated with respect to the observed ones. It is then 

recommended to carefully use F10.7 for low solar activity. In particular, a threshold of 82·10
–22

 [J Hz
–1

 s
–1

 m
–

2
] below which foF2 variations are no longer suitably reproduced was identified. 

   It is intention of the authors to consider the found quadratic relation (foF2 vs MgII) for the Rome station to 

check whether the corresponding long-term trend of residuals ∆foF2= foF2observed- foF2synthetic presents some 

signature due to greenhouse effects. 

Appendix A.  Adj. R–square 

   In order to get the final formula of the statistical parameter Adj. R–square, it is necessary to introduce the 

summed square of residuals (SSE) and the coefficient of multiple determination (R–square). 
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   The SSE statistic parameter measures the total deviation between the observed values and the values 

predicted by the fit (synthetic values) of a physical quantity, and can be expressed by the following formula: 

 

                                                                  (A.1) 

 

where yi represents the observed value while ỹi represents the synthetic value; wi is the weight applied to each 

data point (usually wi=1). SSE close to zero indicates that the applied fit is good. 

   The R–square parameter gives information about how well the fit represents the variation of the observed 

dataset and can be expressed as: 

 

 

                                                     (A.2) 

 

where �� represents the average of the observed data. In this way the second term in (A.2) represents the ratio 

between SSE and the total sum of squares. R–square can assume any value between 0 and 1, with a value 

closer to 1 indicating that a greater proportion of variance is accounted for by the model. 

   It is now possible to introduce the Adjusted R–square that is a parameter that "adjusts" R–square based on 

the residual degrees of freedom and can be expressed as: 

 

 

                               (A.3) 

 

where ν represents the number of independent pieces of information involving the data points required to 

calculate the sum of squares (n). The parameter can assume any value from 0 to 1, with values closer to 1 

that indicate a better fit. The Adj. R–square parameter is very useful and reliable if compared to R–square; in 

fact, the latter can increase just increasing the number of fitted coefficients, even without a real improve of 

the fit. This situation is avoided taking into account the degrees of freedom of the residuals. 
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Fig. 1. 1–year running mean for both (black) F10.7 and (blue) foF2 noon values recorded at Rome ionospheric 

station, from the 1st January 1976 to the 31st December 2013. 
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Fig. 2. (left column) Scatter plots (foF2 vs Solar Index) for indices F10.7, Lym–α, MgII, R and EUV0.1–50. Blue, 

green and red dots represent values for minima of solar cycles 21/22, 22/23 and 23/24 respectively. The 

linear fit of the whole dataset is highlighted by the red line. (right column) Residuals analysis of the linear 

fits. Red and brown dots represent respectively the residuals related to the last solar minimum and for data 

influenced by the remaining saturation effect. Orange dots in the scatter plots (foF2 vs EUV0.1–50) highlight 

the ascending phase of solar cycle 24 (January 2010 to December 2013). The linear correlation coefficient r 

and the statistical parameter Adj. R–square are also displayed. For both foF2 and solar indices only the first 

smoothed (1–year running mean) value of each month is considered. 
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Fig. 3. Scatter plots (foF2 vs Lym–α) for solar cycles 22 and 23. Full circles represent the ascending phase of 

the cycle whereas open circles represent the descending phase of the cycle. For both foF2 and Lym–α only 

the first smoothed (1–year running mean) value of each month is plotted. 
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Fig. 4. (solid red line) Linear fit and (dashed red curve) quadratic fit for the scatter plot (foF2 vs F10.7), for 

the whole period January 1976 – December 2013. For both foF2 and F10.7 only the first smoothed (1–year 

running mean) value of each month is plotted. 
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Fig. 5. Scatter plot of (foF2 vs F10.7). Black dots indicate data used for the fit (dataset 1, from January 1976 to 

June 2000), while grey dots indicate data excluded from the fit (dataset 2, from July 2000 to December 

2013). The red dotted curve represents the quadratic fit of dataset 1. Only the first smoothed (1–year running 

mean) value of each month is plotted for both foF2 and F10.7. 
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Fig. 6. (black) 1–year running mean of the observed values of foF2 recorded at local noon at Rome 

compared with synthetic values of foF2 calculated using the quadratic relations shown in Table 2. The 

dashed blue box highlights the validation window between July 2000 and December 2013. 
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Table 1. Adj. R–square values, one for each solar index, for linear and quadratic fits of scatter plots (foF2 vs 

Solar Index), considering the whole dataset January 1976-December 2013.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 2. Analytical formulas found by fitting scatter plots (foF2 vs Solar Index), from January 1976 to June 

2000, with a 2° order polynomial. foF2 is expressed in [MHz], F10.7 in [J Hz–1 s–1 m–2], and Lym–α in [s–1 cm–

2]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Solar 

Index 
[Adj. R-square](foF2 vs Solar Index)linear [Adj. R-square](foF2 vs Solar Index)quadratic 

F10.7 0.983 0.993 

Lym–α 0.977 0.981 

MgII 0.993 0.994 

R 0.969 0.981 

EUV0.1–50 0.949 0.962 

Index Quadratic regression (foF2 vs Solar Index)Jan76-Jun00 

F10.7 foF2 = 1.161 + 0.075 (F10.7) - 1.175∙10–4 (F10.7)
2 

Lym–α foF2 = –10.55 + 5.676 (Lym–α) + 0.318 (Lym–α)2 

MgII foF2 = 1.439∙102 + 1.568∙103 (MgII) – 3.819∙103 (MgII)2 

R foF2 = 5.273 + 0.055 (R) – 8.946∙10–5 (R)2 
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Table 3. Mean absolute deviations   SI
SI1 obssyn /2F2F Mnfofo

i

n

i
 

 between observed and synthetic 

foF2 values (where n is the number of values and SI stands for Solar Index), calculated by using analytical 

formulas shown in Table 2, for indices F10.7, Lym–α, MgII and R, for the very low solar activity of years 

2008–2009, for the whole dataset (1 January 1976 – 31 December 2013), and for the validation window (1 

July 2000 – 31 December 2013). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 4. 2008, 1996, 2001 averages and R parameter for all solar indices under investigation, and for foF2 as 

measured at local noon at Rome. 

 

 

 

 

Time period MF10.7 MLym–α MMgII MR 

2008–2009 0.248 0.140 0.121 0.104 

1976–2013 0.577 0.678 0.446 0.644 

Validation window 
(Jul 2000 – Dec 2013) 

0.169 0.252 0.126 0.282 

Physical characteristic 2008 avg 
(min cycle 23/24) 

1996 avg 
(min cycle 22/23) 

2001 avg 
(max solar cycle 23) 

R parameter 
 

foF2 (12 LT)            [MHz] 5.52 5.89 10.82 –0.07 

F10.7              10–22 [J Hz–1 s–1 m–2] 69.06 72.27 181.10 –0.03 

Lym–α      1011 phot [s–1 cm–2] 3.49 3.61 5.34 –0.07 

MgII 0.1508 0.1516 0.1648 –0.06 

R 2.85 8.63 111.00 –0.06 

EUV 0.1–50   1010 phot [s–1 cm–2] 1.82 2.22 5.78 –0.11 




